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Development
Introduction to Ubuntu Development:
Mailing lists: https://lists.ubuntu.com/mailman/listinfo/ubuntu-devel & ubuntu-devel-discuss & ubuntu-devel-announce
Weekly Development Update posts on http://fridge.ubuntu.com

Packaging
Ubuntu "Masters of the Universe" wiki: https://wiki.ubuntu.com/MOTU

Programming
Community Projects: LoCo Team Portal, ClassBot, Ubuntu Weekly News

Working with Bugs
Bug Squad: https://wiki.ubuntu.com/BugSquad
Triage Guide: https://wiki.ubuntu.com/Bugs/HowToTriage/

Documentation
Documentation Team: https://wiki.ubuntu.com/DocumentationTeam
Help wiki: https://help.ubuntu.com/community/

Support
Ubuntu Forums: http://ubuntuforums.org
Internet Relay Chat: #ubuntu on irc.freenode.net
Mailing lists: https://lists.ubuntu.com/
Launchpad Answers: https://answers.launchpad.net/
AskUbuntu.com: http://askubuntu.com/

Testing
Testing Tracker: http://iso.qa.ubuntu.com/

Community
Local/Community (LoCo) Teams: http://loco.ubuntu.com/
Classroom: https://wiki.ubuntu.com/Classroom
News: https://wiki.ubuntu.com/NewsTeam
Women: http://ubuntu-women.org
Teams page: https://wiki.ubuntu.com/Teams

Design
Artwork wiki: https://wiki.ubuntu.com/Artwork
User Experience: https://wiki.ubuntu.com/Ayatana

...and much more!
https://wiki.ubuntu.com/ContributeToUbuntu